A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
brought back to the east of the .island the Mass, reading and
writing and building, and all that remained of culture in what
was still, in spite of its transformation and deep material decline,
the Roman Empirfe.
What had happened in the Rest of the Empire.   While
Britain was thus cut off and in peril of withering out of Europe
altogether and falling back into savagery, with even its Christian
West starved of culture and its eastern coast and much of the
Midlands fallen back to Paganism, the mass of Western Europe
had also suffered a profound change.    The Imperial power
could no longer act directly in the West.   Before the end of the
fifth century, in 476, the Imperial symbols of the Western
Emperor were sent back to the Eastern Emperor at Constanti-
nople, who was henceforth the sole ruler.   But he had no direct
rule in France or in most of Spain, where government had been
taken over by the local generals of auxiliary troops and their
descendants.   A Prankish ruler (Clovis) and his descendants so
governed in Northern and Central France, a Burgundian in the
south-east, and a Gothic in Southern France and most of Spain;
a Vandal in Africa.   Even in Italy a general of Gothic troops
whom the Emperor had sent there made himself local ruler, and
when Constantinople sent a new one he made himstlf in turn
independent.  Of course, the Emperor was acknowledged every-
where still, events were dated under his reign, his coinage
circulated everywhere, Roman law was universal, as were the
old scheme of taxes and tolls and the courts and the road
system.   But the taxes were gathered and spent by the local
rulers.  They heard the final appeals from the courts, and their
orders were obeyed as though they were independent*   The
Emperor at Constantinople made a vigorous effort to recover
direct rule over Italy, Spain, and Africa, but he only partly
succeeded.   The governors of North Italy fell again into the
hands of a body of auxiliary troops, the Lombards, who could
not be directly controlled from Constantinople; and of Spain
the Emperor held but the south-east.   Africa he recovered.
What did more and more vigorously maintain the old idea of
Roman unity and civilization in the West was the Catholic
Church: the organization of which was the most powerful and
living thing in aU the Western World.    It was through the
Church thus acting in its new capacity of heiress to the old
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